
Bird Net System

Many town and inner cities areas provide an

ideal habitat for birds, and in particular pigeons

and gulls. Different types of buildings and

architecture provide ideal locations for roosting,

nesting or look outs for feeding opportunities.

The Bird Net System

There are basically four kinds of netting system,

which are:

Cap nets – used to seal off the tops of open

internal light well areas of buildings where birds

enjoy a sheltered environment. 

Screen nets – usually used for the underside of

canopies where birds will roost and nest and pose

a contamination risk to goods, equipment and

personnel.  

Drop nets – used to encapsulate areas to

building facades often including multiple ledges,

cornices and ornate decorative features such as

column capitals, and is often less intrusive than

spikes or sprung wires.  

Roof nets – these need particular unique

considerations. Fixings may be difficult to place

as tiles and ridges do not make good anchor

points, and single ply roofing membranes present

their own challenges. Each instance is different

and our expertise enables us to find a solution for

most eventualities.

Sometimes combinations of proofing systems are

required; netting is used conjunction with our bird

spike and sprung wire systems. (See the

separate datasheets for details).
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There are a variety of
diseases associated with
birds, such as:

Ornithosis
A flu type disease most

commonly found to be

transmitted by birds such as

pigeons. Fatalities can occur.

Cryptococcosis
A very serious and potentially

fatal lung infection which can

progress to the meninges of

the brain causing Meningitis.

Campylobacter
Brought about by the

contamination of food

sources by birds.

Salmonellosis
Present in upwards of 90% of

feral pigeons and to a slightly

lesser degree in starlings.

Extrinsic Allergic Alveolitis
More commonly known as

“pigeon fancier's lung”.

E.coli
A diarrhoeal disease

contracted orally by ingesting

contaminated food or water.

Recent research has linked its

spread to gulls.
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Health RisksCorner Fixings

Initially, the strategic placement

of a number of stainless steel

anchor fixings enables the

structure to support both the

tension and weight of the overall

system.  These are used at the

corners of the nets and wherever

the straining wire turns a corner.

On large nets they may be used

to support cross-wires.

All Netbolt fixings are made from

BS316 marine-grade stainless

steel. The fixings are mainly

installed into a solid part of the

structure (usually masonry or

brickwork) or a heavy-duty

beam in a metal structure. 

Intermediate Fixings

Intermediary stainless steel

fixings are then fitted at set

centres to act as guides for the

wire framework to prevent the

finished net pulling and bowing.

Stainless steel and plastic fittings

are recommended to give a

corrosion resisting system, used

with stainless steel wire and

corner fittings.
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Netting

The nets manufactured for No

Perch are all finished ready-

squared so they can be fitted on a

building with the mesh running

vertically and horizontally.

Bird Net mesh sizes are specified

to suit the bird species involved.

75mm for gulls, 50mm for

pigeons, 28mm for starlings and

19mm for sparrows.

The netting is constructed from

high density ultra-violet stabilised

knotted 12/6 polyethylene that is

chemically inert and rot proof in

addition to offering a high

resistance to a wide range of

chemical and environmental

conditions.

A framework will be created on the

treatment area by the placement

of a series of tensioned stainless

steel wires, which will give the

finished net its definition.  

The netting is then secured to the

wire framework using stainless

steel hog rings.

Selecting the right system for
each site and situation is the
key to successful bird
proofing. They must be
designed for the specific
species involved, but at the
same time thought needs to
be given to the buildings
aesthetics and a balanced
approach taken.

Sometimes a combination of

deterrent systems is required.

Peter Cox understands people’s

perceptions of what bird

proofing is reasonably required

will be different, and will change

as projects progress.

We are happy to work with

clients, architects and

conservation officers to help find

bird deterrent solutions which

are “best fit” for each building or

project, are as aesthetically

unobtrusive as possible and of

course, are effective.
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